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Introduction: 
Ethical Concerns from  
AI technologies
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Amazon recommendation   
>>  my information-gathering skill 
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Is AI smarter than human?
If AI can make a better decision in some situations, should 　
human refrain from judging and enjoy the benefits?
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The particular concern of AI 

Partial substitute for a human decision-making 
process by AI

Apparently, AI seems to prevent for human 
from making their autonomous decision 

Is that true?
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Motivation

• On decision-making, human being can rely on an 
more intelligent machine than them 

• Should the dependence on machines be considered 
to enhance our ability, or to diminish human 
autonomy?  

• If the risk should be taken seriously, how human-being 
can live their lives on the autonomous and authentic 
way?
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Formulating the Questions : 
Theoretical Background & 
Methodology
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What is Autonomy?

Person P is an autonomous agent 
⇔  P has a capacity that can make decisions and actions on 
their own beliefs or desires without obstacles from others.

Minimal conception of autonomy
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What is Authenticity?

Person P is authentic 
⇔  P’s actions truly express what lies at their 
origin, that is the dispositions, feelings, desires 
that motivate them

Authenticity

Guignon, 2008, p. 278
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Main Questions

(1) What a kind of vulnerability is brought about 
by AI technologies? 

(2) How to deal with such vulnerability?
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Relation between 
Vulnerability & Autonomy
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Background of Research on 
vulnerability

Care work as shadow 
work for women (cf. 
Kittay, 1999)

[1] Feminism [2] Bioethics

Unequal relationship between a 
patient and a medical 
practitioner like a doctor (cf. 
Kemp,1999,Rogersetal,2012) 
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What is Vulnerability?

Vulnerability

Person P is subject to the vulnerability from A 
⇔  P is, due to A, made being at increased risk of harm 
or having reduced capacity to protect their interests.

Mackenzie, 2014, pp.33-34

Autonomy
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Two Types of Vulnerabilities

x is human only if x has inherent vulnerability. 
E.g.) death, disease, injury, hunger, social isolation

Inherent vulnerability

Mackenzie, 2014, pp.38-39

Situational vulnerability

x is in a specific social context C such as personal, social, political, 
economic , or environmental only if x has situational vulnerability 

E.g.) unemployment,  natural disaster, discrimination
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Vulnerability vs. Autonomy?

NOT all vulnerabilities are opposite to being 
autonomous.

Anderson, 2014, p.139

• Competence to make autonomous choices is 
made possible at autonomy-enabling 
conditions that is constituted with others.
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Relational Autonomy

Autonomy is relational and dependent rather 
than atomic and independent property.

Human is an agent to make decisions under  the 
influences of environment, society, or others.

cf. Fineman, 2008
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Ethically non-problematic & problematic  
vulnerability

highly harmful

less problematic

Pathogenic vulneravilirty

Vulnerability that does harm to 
one’s autonomy and has them 
stereotyped.

e.g.) more restrictions on activities  of 
children than of adults

Mackenzie, 2014, p.40
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Bad paternalism causes bad vulnerability

… …

I ’ L L  H E L P  Y O U !  Y O U  D O N ’ T  
H AV E  T O  L O O K  AT  A  M A P.G O  A L O N G  T H E  PAT H

Highly harmful vulnerability is caused by bad 
paternalistic intervention
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Two Main Questions 
Examined 

4
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Pre-Answer to Question1
(1)‘ What a kind of vulnerability is NOT brought 
about by AI technologies?

×　Incompatibility to autonomy and authenticity

- Surrogate or omission of a part of decision-making 
processes themselves do not always lead to bad 
paternalism. 

- One’s autonomous decision consists patly in their 
conditions as in their own mental sates.  

- AI can be regarded as part of human’s environment.
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Answer to Question1
(1) What a kind of vulnerability is brought about 
by AI technologies?

Concerns on bad paternalism

- Unfair biases: the data AI are given may reflect the 
features of such data including our racial and gender 
biases. ( cf. AI Now report) 

- Impartial cost-benefit estimate: the design 
may be intended to give outputs for some 
particular organization’s interests. (cf. Sheet 2011) 
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Does AI commits Bad Paternalism?
Case of morally justifiable paternalism

Nudge : Social policies nudges people in the 
direction of their own desired goals 

e.g)  
Painting traffic lane 
Size of plate
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Criterion to distinguish harmless 
paternalism from bad one

- Whether one’s choice made with AI's support 
is autonomous and authentic for them 
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Answer 1 to Question 2
(2) How to deal with such vulnerability, that is bad 
paternalism?

1. Recognize the factors of bad paternalism

- Detect and eliminate the unfairly biased decision-
makings  

- Education of research and development integrity 
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Answer 2 to Question 2
(2) How to deal with such vulnerability, that is bad 
paternalism?

2. Examine the concepts of autonomy or 
authenticity

- Apply the existing studies on minority group like 
feminism, disability to human being in general 
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Conclusion

✤ A concern from AI technologies is bad 
paternalistic intervention. 

✤ In order to avoid such paternalism, (1) to eliminate  
factors of it and (2) to examine the concept of 
autonomy and authenticity may be useful.

Thank you for your attention 
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